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Problems are life-blood of mathematics. Here are some of my favourite problems [with comments].

1. Find the value of:
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Keeping Tradition : This problem1 can be seen a the continuation of the fourth problem in my first set of

favourite problems, in which we proved that
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2. Prove that the square of every prime number greater than 3 is one more than a multiple of 12.

Popular-Lonely Primes : I discovered this fact while trying to create something like Ulam spiral. To my
surprise, it is a well studied problem2 in olympiad/recreational mathematics.

3. Given a m× n rectangle divided into unit squares, place a × (cross mark) in the upper-left corner. Every time
you visit the adjacent square in diagonal direction, place a × in it until you reach some boundary of the rectangle.
From the boundary you switch to the other diagonal of that unit square, if possible (otherwise you stop). How
many squares of given m × n grid will have at least one × in it by the end of this process (i.e. until you reach
some other corner of the grid)?

Cross Diagonal Cover Problem : I created this problem in April 2016, but couldn’t solve it even after
trying for 3 months. This problem was finally solved by Matthew Scroggs3 in July 2016, and his solution is elegant.

4. Given any n-sided simple polygon, join the consecutive midpoints of the sides to generate another n-sided simple
polygon. Prove that, for almost all simple polygons there exist a smallest natural number k such that after k
iterations of the above procedure of joining midpoints, we obtain a convex polygon.

Midpoint Polygon : I started thinking about this procedure in March 2017 and then made a conjecture4. My
conjecture was proved to be false by a reddit-user5 called “uncombed-coconut”. It was also pointed out that this
problem was first solved6 in 1965 by E. R. Berlekamp, E. N. Gilbert, and F. W. Sinden. The proof of this statement
is very interesting. Especially, the idea of identifying a point with a complex number and an n-gon (vertices labelled
1 through n) as a vector in Cn enables us to use the celebrated spectral theory.

5. Into how many parts is 3-dimensional space divided by n spheres, each two of which intersect each other?

Induction on the number of Dimensions : Solution of Hilbert’s third problem and Poincaré conjecture,
discourage the usage of induction on the number of dimensions to prove some statement about higher dimensions.
But this problem7 can be solved by using induction on the number of dimensions, since it gives us the required
recursive relation. In fact, one should be very careful while using any method of proof (contrapositive, contradiction,
invariance, construction, induction, etc.) to avoid a fallacy.

1Example 5 in L. I. Golovina and I. M. Yaglom’s “Induction in Geometry”, available at http://wp.me/p13GRc-bw.
2Problem 68 in D.O. Shklarsky, N. N. Chentzov and I. M. Yaglom’s “The USSR Olympiad Problem Book”; also see pp. 146 of Matt

Parker’s “Things to Make and do in Fourth Dimension”.
3“Solving the Cross Diagonal Cover Problem”, 2016-07-04. http://www.mscroggs.co.uk/blog/32
4See my original blog-post for examples: http://wp.me/p4LQy6-2ig
5Matthew Scroggs shared this problem on Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/r/mathpuzzles/comments/63cnnr/conjecturepuzzle_

about_convex_polygons/
6“A Polygon Problem.” The American Mathematical Monthly 72, no. 3 (1965): 233-41. http://www.jstor.org/stable/2313689
7Problem 38 in L. I. Golovina and I. M. Yaglom’s “Induction in Geometry”, available at http://wp.me/p13GRc-bw.
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